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Abstract: The sound of Romani tabors as an example of acoustic communication with the world. This 
paper complements latest research into sounds. Specifically, it discusses the processes affecting acoustic 
communication with the ambient world in the field of sounds from different elements of Romani tabors. 
Indeed, Steven Feld notes that all relations of human being with soundscape can be seen and studied as 
anthropology of sounds. The author carried out an in-depth analysis of the phenomena in soundscape of 
past Romani life. The paper presents the sonic ways of non-verbal communication in the Romani world as 
a medium of cultural identity a global context and as a valuable example of interdisciplinary studies in 
which many references to humanities are made.
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(…) Oh, how beautiful it is to live,  
to listen to a big bird song at night. 
Oh, how beautiful,  
a girl sings a song in the forest near the tent,  
a big bonfire is set on fire. 
Oh, how beautiful,  
people at night listen to the sound of bird songs,  
the crying of gypsies,  
the singing and dancing of boys and girls (...) 
(Kuźniak 2013: 106) 
 
Bronisława Wajs Papusza

The interdisciplinary nature of sound studies

The development of sound research has been related to the search of new thoughts 
and responses to the prevailing visual perception that imposed specific patterns of discov-
ering the world. Expansion of writing and print and the indispensable need to present real-
ity by means of images, which to a large extent became a peculiar storage place for memo-
ries, had a fundamental influence on the advancement of this cognition model. Moreover, 
creation of an informal hierarchy of senses, in which the eyesight played a superior role, 
additionally pushed sound perception to the back. At the next stage when t a completely 
new visual way of preserving reality was provided, photography and cinematography 
emerged and have completely changed the face of the world. In addition, the contemporary 
predominance of the image seems to be a peak of the prevailing visual impressions in the 
perception of the world. Despite the significant domination of images, the emergence of 
new media and their influence on contemporary culture and technology, however, makes 
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sound, a medium which finds completely innovative and unobvious outlets. A case in point 
is audio branding, a new branch of sensory marketing in which sound is charged with estab-
lishing a brand’s identity and its influence on the consumer (Bździel 2018).

Sound studies do not aspire to become an independent discipline with a hierarchical 
and precisely defined system. Schulze believed that this form of classification was obsolete, 
based on territorial and state-national models of thinking, dating back to the 19th century 
(Łukasiewicz 2015). Sound studies are a veritable interdisciplinary hybrid with the major 
goal of studying: crossing borders, turning towards performativity and search (Łukasiewicz 
2015). The interdisciplinary nature of sound research makes it a complementary, connect-
ing and binding discipline in relation to many scientific disciplines, not only the humanities 
but also technology, natural sciences, medicine and engineering.

Sound studies go further towards the very “life forms of sound and the cultures of hear-
ing” (Łukasiewicz 2015). In this area, it is crucial to focus on the diversity and intertwining 
of scientific concepts with the diverse forms generated by sound. While moving into the 
lower levels of cognition in sound research, further disciplines that transcend the broadly 
understood sound studies are worth exploring as they open up to new problems and con-
temporary social and scientific issues. First of all, I would like to refer to the soundscapes in 
a broader context of acoustic ecology, developed and widely discussed by Raymond Mur-
ray Schafer.

Sound/noise pollution results from the inability to listen carefully. Noise is a sound we have 
learned to ignore. Today, sound/noise pollution is resisted by reducing it. This is a negative ap-
proach. We must strive to make environmental acoustics a positive program. What sounds would 
we like to preserve, amplify, multiply? When we find out, we will know why we want to elimi-
nate sounds that bore us or are harmful to us. Only complete recognition of the acoustic environ-
ment will give us the tools/resources to improve the orchestration of soundscape of the world 
(Marciniak 2013).

The key idea behind Schafer’s concept was to draw attention to the soundscape by ac-
tively listening to the surrounding sounds. As a method facilitating perception of the audio-
sphere, the so-called ear cleaning exercises were proposed, leading to the arousal of interest 
in reality by directing the recipient’s sensitivity to external sounds, as well as increasing 
awareness of noise and its impact on the quality and safety of life. “Sound helps to under-
stand the place, makes orientation easier, enlivens public space, promotes relaxation (sooth-
ing spaces, apparent silence zones), strengthens or weakens the aesthetic experience” (Ber-
nat 2012: 103). What we hear does not represent a separate world but is a fragment of our 
perception, in a way constructed by ourselves. 

Schafer also discussed the issue of references to historical soundscapes through reflection 
and reconstruction of sounds whose audible presence today is no longer possible. This result-
ed in a great movement based on the creation of sound portraits of cities and a fundamental 
need to archive sounds heard here and now in order to save their intangible heritage. 

An interesting issue presented in the context of sound studies is the concept of acoustic 
design , which aims at creating space for a more complete perception of sounds, extremely 
important also in another discipline related to art. This is the art of sounds used during 
exhibitions, performances and happenings, in which acoustic artefacts play a key role in the 
dispaly of creative works. The main task of these projects is to refer to “(...) cultural and 
anthropological knowledge. Relations between space, movement, time and materiality 
have become the subject of recognition, experimentation and »composing«” (Łukasiewicz 
2015).

Another discipline bordering on sound studies is also the anthropology of sound with the 
key element of the subject’s feelings during perception of the sound environment by means 
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of the body treated as a specific research instrument (Łukasiewicz 2015). Sound anthropol-
ogy is a way out of the accepted concept of music as a world of sounds (Hejmej 2015), be-
cause they become a phenomenon in themselves. Within this concept, elements like the 
materiality of sound, its origin, the way of interaction or acoustic events are analyzed 
( Hejmej 2015). Detailed work in this discipline was carried out by anthropologist Steven 
Feld who postulated the concept of acoustology according to which a man is created by 
sounds from the environment but himself creates reality (Stanisz 2012).

All the sub-disciplines presented above embraced by a concept of sound studies provide 
comprehensive cognitive and research methods owing to which it is possible to form new 
connections between disciplines, crossing the boundaries of established divisions and clas-
sifications. All of these boundary disciplines have shed more light on the general research, 
increasing its cognitive capacity across a wide range of disciplines. Attention has also been 
drawn to the potential of interdisciplinary sound studies. Notably, many fields of science 
use sound science which makes it one of their borderline disciplines; mainly humanities with 
a wide range of applications from urban studies to cultural geography and sensory anthro-
pology and natural sciences where field recordings have long been a key medium of collect-
ing environmental artifacts, technical and engineering sciences with vibro-acoustics at the 
forefront.

In this paper I will focus on presenting the world of the Romani tabor during its exis-
tence in Poland. The key element of this work is to capture the past world of sounds when 
the last wagons disappeared. Describing the audiosphere of the Romani camps, I will focus 
on the possible interpretation or cognition offered by the research due to the f interdisci-
plinary nature of sound studies. By analysing sounds from the past, I will try to present the 
influence of these analyses and references the context of further research. The world of the 
Romani tabor was a unique element of the landscape which on the sound plane is a kind of 
a dialogue with the world whose communication influenced the emergence of the Romani 
identity. 

A historical overview – the end of the tabor life

They go far away beautifully heard singing (...) 
the violin play my heart tears for you 

far away forest our father. 
(Bartosz 2004: 237)

The tabor. Many Polish people still remember the times when colorful Romani wagons 
would drive through villages and towns. At that time, the suspicious nature of wanderers 
was accompanied by curiosity about the community which since the 15th century (Bartosz 
2004: 30)when the first Romani came to Poland, had not led to forging bonds. Contacts with 
gadji (non-Romani) (Mirga 2009: 54) were limited to trade, hiring Romani musicians and 
fairy services. Mutual distrust, incomprehensible taboos regulated by Romanipen (Romani 
spirit) (Mirga 2009: 155), prejudices and stereotypes were conducive for maintaining dis-
tance and avoiding closer relations. In addition, the diversity of the Romani groups in Po-
land influenced the perception of their own community and the outer world. The mountain 
and Carpathian Romani (Bergitka Roma) (Bartosz 2008: 10) settled down generations ago, 
unlike the Polish Romani (Bartosz 2008: 11-12) who had a strong tradition of wandering. In 
addition, in the 19th centurytwo more tribes came to Poland from Romania: the Kalderash 
(smiths) and the Lovari (horse-dealers) (Bartosz 2008: 12) which intensified the mutual an-
tagonisms, to varying degrees felt to this day.
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Undoubtedly, the most tragic moment in the history of the Polish Romani was the Sec-
ond World War during which around 35,000 people from a community of 50,000 were killed 
(Bartosz 2004: 65). The former Romani world was destroyed, the song about the Holocaust 
resounded not only on people’s lips but above all it was written in their hearts.

I won’t get out of here again, 
I won’t see sisters or brothers!
They led us through the gates and 
let us out through the chimneys… (Ficowski 1989: 105)

The Romani began to reconstruct their lives never forgetting the pre-war traditions and 
principles. However, their attempts to return to the world before 1939 did not coincide with 
the vision of then authorities which saw the Romani’s role in the society differently. Ficows-
ki points out that four years after the end of the war, the government took action “to settle 
and make the Gypsies more productive (...)” (Caban 2014: 58). Finally, on May 24, 1952, 
a resolution was adopted “On helping the Gypsy population to change to a settled lifestyle” 
(Bartosz 1996: 5). Dids it really bring about a real change? The Gypsy King, Czurko Łakatosz, 
buried in Wrocław Osobowicki Cemetery, enthusiastically accepted the changes proposed 
by the state in relation to the settlement of the Romani (Bieńkowski 1958: 1). Unfortunately, 
as it turned out, the law did not provide any real help to support families willing to aban-
don the wandering life in favour of employment and decent housing.

When they settled in Wrocław, none of the municipal authorities dreamt of helping them to build 
houses, the foundation of a new life. The Łakatosz family bought themselves spacious wagons, 
sold their horses and for a few years have been standing here, on Strzegomska Street, at the cor-
ner of Legnicka Street, whitewashing boilers. 
Even though the authorities did not provide support that the Romani would have expected, they 
increasingly respected the law, as exemplified by the unjustified searches on the Romani tabors, 
accusations of theft and open harassment (Bieńkowski 1958: 5) 

The government’s objective was achieved in the 1960s when the Romani tabor life ceased to exist 
(Ficowski 1989: 50).

By providing the context of the historical and dramatic changes to the life of the Romani 
community in Poland, I would like to go back to the times when the tabor was a regular 
element of the landscape, not only visually but above all by trying to capture its accompa-
nying sounds which are long since gone. I would like my attempt to study this phenome-
non to draw mainly on visual materials: photos and descriptions mainly from the collec-
tions of Jerzy Ficowski, an outstanding Polish expert in the Romani and the Romani poets 
from Poland. This paper aims to present the sound heritage of the tabor life by means of the 
example of the Romani groups moving around Poland from the 1940s to the 1960s in the 
context of borderline and interdisciplinary research inton sound.

The sound landscape – humanism and geography
Do not kill in me the soul that sings, 
do not trample the thought that has just been born.
(Bartosz 2004: 237) 

After the Second World War, the soundscape of Poland transformed completely, espe-
cially in eastern Poland. Jewish shtetls resounding with songs of children learning in che-
ders, as well as Lvov alleys with baciar balaclavas and subtle murmurs of the Merkys river 
flowing through Rudnicka Forest in the Vilnius region have disappeared. Soon the tabor 
was to follow suit. 
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Due to their location on the eastern outskirts of Poland, Podlasie and the Lublin area 
hosted unusual sounds of nature and culture. Elements of Ukrainian, Belarusian, Tatar, 
Jewish and the Roma language created a specific mosaic of sounds. In the borderland land-
scape trade and craft flourished, bustling trade talks took place, and from the surrounding 
villages the sounds of farm animals and agricultural tools were heard (Bernat 1999: 301-
304). It is also a landscape rich in sounds of human work. The sounds come from the Bug 
River pushing water mills, logs of wood falling down, fish splashing, water piling up in the 
riverbed (Bernat 1999: 303). Fields, villages and towns resounded with the work of wind-
mills, linen workshops, films watched in travelling cinemas, horse-breeding and the sing-
ing of corncrakes. Above all, there were the sounds of folk songs, bells ringing, church 
prayers, Tatar calls (Bernat 1999: 303). Moreover, the sounds of the Romani world comple-
mented the landscape, making it less obvious, mundane and commonplace (Bernat 1999: 
303). The noise of civilization changes was limited. Most areas retained their harmony and 
peace, and life there proceeded according to the cycle of seasons. The original riparian for-
ests, primeval forests and the unique borderland landscape defying spatial development 
allowed nomadic groups to move freely. The tabor life, also in central and western Poland, 
could fully integrate into nature in the abundance of the right locations.

In these considerations, a need to use humanities in geography, with particular empha-
sis on the assumptions developed in the so-called new geography of culture, whose task is 
to describe everyday life or the perception of nature by the human sense of hearing. In 
sound studies of landscapes, the human being is an active recipient encouraged to actively 
perceive the world. It can be argued that an element of multisensory landscape with respect 
to sounds could be geography of sounds, as a valuable medium providing knowledge 
about a specific space and environment (Bernat 2015: 165-166).

The life of the tabor – an endless feast of sounds

Gypsies are coming, many wagonss are coming, 
their wheels are squeaking, 
their wheels are squeaking, 

horses are losing their horseshoes…
(Ficowski 1989: 103)

When analyzing the soundscape accompanying the tabor, the first step is to study 
the sounds related to professions and everyday life. A documentary “Zanim opadną liście” 
(Before leaves fall) directed in 1964 by Władysław Ślesicki, captured the Romani at the last 
possible moment, before the ban on roaming, is a perfect illustration of the issue at hand. 
The work portrays the tabor life of various nomadic groups in Poland. Since the very begin-
ning of the film the images are accompanied by the clinking of horseshoes on the pavement. 
It was a basic sound associated with the Romani on the move. The sound of wooden wheels 
and wagons bogged down or trudging through mud (Photo 1) can be heard which is also 
documented on photos from Jerzy Ficowski’s collection (Ślesicki 1964).

The movement of the tabor spoke a dialect of the wagons pulled by horses, conversa-
tions, sometimes quarrels. There was singing, children’s cries and laughter, men urging 
horses, whops cracking in the air leeches in the air. The wagons loaded with the belongings 
moaned, the attached enameled bowls sang bumping into various kinds of pots and buck-
ets and washboards (Photo 2). Often barking dogs followed the tabor, and sometimes local 
people shouted from afar, expressing their fears about the passing wanderers. 
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The sound images provide more information on the space in which the roaming groups 
operated, the progress of civilization in the context of rural and urban development, the 
means of transport, materials used in production of all types of objects, the noise and the 
relations between various worlds (including the sacre and the profane, the Romani and 
strangers, humans and nature). Following these paths, a concept comes to mind drawing 
on the achievements of sound anthropology that the world of the Romani tabor took part in 
processes of sound culture. It also created its identity as a result of the sound practices, al-
ways remaining in close relations with “other senses, the body, the society, materiality, 
technology and the media – with the correlation which is subject to historical changes, con-
ventionalization and normalization” (Stanisz 2012).

The Romani camp at stops was very dynamic and loud for most of the day which seems 
natural given the size of the family tabor and the number of children in the Romani fami-
lies. The multitude of sounds produced by the tabor should be attributed to children, prac-
tically unrestricted. The upbringing of children in the Romani community is perhaps best 
reflected in the contemporary term “stress-free upbringing” (Jakimik, Gieliński 2009: 9-10). 
Children were the apple of the entire community’s eye, spoiled rotten and given freedom 
before they were taken care of by one of the parents in order to prepare for their role in the 

Photo 1 – The tabor sets off, 1963 (Ficowski 1989:298)

Photo 2 – A forced stop, 1963 (Ficowski 1989: 298)
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tabor. In his film, Ślesicki also managed to capture the children’s fun games played in Pol-
ish, despite the fact that various dialects of the Romani language were much more common. 
The document shows children running around the camp, laughing, mischievous, some-
times crying. Baths were another interesting element of the tabor life with river water slow-
ly seeping, warming up over the fire, and finally – to the children’s delight – joyfully splash-
ing from bowls, buckets and cups. 

The film also outlines the role of women, very demanding and not at all easy-going as 
Karol Parno Gierliński mentioned in his review:

On sunny summer days, when the smoke of our bonfires hovered over the colored wagons with 
the scorching smell of d prepared foo, with the cheerful hustle and bustle of children reminiscent 
of the chirping of birds, the impression was that life in the tabor was an endless idyll. It was so 
wrong (Jakimik, Gieliński 2009: 12).

Behind the seemingly blissful landscape were daily activities of women from the roam-
ing tabors. They were responsible for the entire camp, taking care of the children, making 
men’s work easier by preparing tools, clothes, and food. Living in the tabor, Romani wom-
en were engaged in cooking, washing and sewing, producing sounds of scrubbing clothes 
washed on boards, plucking of feathers, preparing food, cleaning the wagons and beating 
and cleaning carpets. Sometimes songs were vsung during breaks, as accompanied by 
cheerful sounds of playing with children or joking while swimming in the river (Jakimik, 
Gieliński 2009: 12-14).

As for men, their main profession was metallurgy, selling horse, makin instruments g 
and repairing things (Ficowski 1965: 174-183). The Romani men produced mainly the 
sounds of hammering against metal pans, making bowls, pots, buckets, tinning boilers, 
various works in the smithy, grooming horses (Photo 3) or chiseling wood. Sometimes they 
also found time to play with the children as noted by Ślesicki who filmed a man making 
silly faces in front of children. The audience’s sincere laughter resounds in the entire camp, 
contrasting with the cry of a small child in the background, probably scared by the perfor-
mance (Ficowski 1965: 174-183).

In the hustle and bustle of tabor life, there were also moments of silence in the camp, 
overwhelmed with melancholy and longing for the Romani exterminated during the war. 
Fierce wails of the violin travelled throughout the camp and into the forest, combined with 
the sounds of trees (Ficowski 1965: 174-183).

The acoustic element of the Romani camp as portrayed above generated within the an-
thropology of sounds is also reflected as creating “(...) what is everyday and ritual, econom-

Photo 3 – Horse grooming, 1963 (Ficowski 1989: 297)
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ic and political” (Stanisz 2012). It also presents issues related to the way in which the Rom-
ani speak, their influence on the situation in relation with other groups, the state and their 
place in the society. 

When portraying the Roma tabor, non-aesthetic aspects are very important as a key to 
full knowledge of the world of sound sensations. Based on Schafer’s concepts of a broader 
view of sound, the analysis addresses issues of reading a completely new content, values 
and associations typical of the community. Attention is given to the mundane and the daily 
because in these aspects conceal the sense of the subsequent meanings and interpretations. 
Sounds of the Romani tabor trigger off further questions about the condition of the commu-
nity, its response to changes and influences of the foreign, modern world. In terms of com-
plementing research in ethnology or cultural studies, a deeper analysis of the acoustic 
sphere shows the influence of other cultures on the sounds encountered by the Romani 
during their journey. This enables to conduct interdisciplinary research by using various 
scientific disciplines.

Music – “the art of thinking with sounds” (Bernat 2015:169)

Silence emptied from silence is the sound
Silence filled with sound is sound 

(Schreiber 2012: 242)

It is hard to imagine the Romani culture without music, an element binding dif-
ferent Romani groups around the world. During the day, when the tabor is busy, in difficult 
moments, the members of the community were accompanied by songs reflecting their emo-
tions and experiences. They were the media of the Romani tradition and history. Evening 
dances and songs around the campfire strengthened the bonds, encouraged and integrated 
the entire community. Ślesicki portrayed the Romani in his documentary when the sound of 
the violin, guitars and double basses was carried along with songs. Women sang in Romani 
and fluttered their skirts joyfully. Dry wood sent sparks to the sky, illuminating the faces of 
the people (Ślesicki 1964). Even in the winter of 1950, when poet Papusza’s tabor was mov-
ing from the east to Recovered Territories, elements of Christmas celebration were a must.

We drove on our own, the children under down duvets raised their heads and sang carols. On 
Christmas Eve we spent the night in a beautiful forest, the snow was shuffled away, a fire was 
blazing, the old and the young were caroling around the campfire, and potatoes were baking 
because there was nothing to eat, two weeks into the ride (Kuźniak 2013: 113).

Romani songs were passed from generation to generation but there was no tradition of 
preserving them in a written form. They were sung mainly in the Romani language and its 
various dialects, sometimes also in Polish. Of importance was to draw inspiration from 
nature and use it in the lyrics and the melodies. Concentration of ambient sounds was also 
reflected in the approach to music itself. For this reason, learning to play different instru-
ments was of importance, especially the violin, the dulcimer, the lute, the guitar, the accor-
dion or the harp. Music-making was an intrinsic element of the Romani culture, common to 
all the tribes which treated it as a key element of their heritage and identity. 

Sound sequences like the melody and music connecting the landscapes, emotions and 
experiences (Bernat 2012: 104). By creating identity based on them, the meaning of sounds 
places them closer to the viewers and their life, which in turn provides additional informa-
tion about the group itself. Schafer wrote that music is nothing more than “a collection of 
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the most fascinating and beautiful sounds created by people with good hearing and re-
membered with affection by humanity” (Schreiber 2012: 231).

Longing for the forest

Forest, father of mine, 
black father!

You raised me, 
you abandoned me.

(Ficowski 1989: 111)

“Sound helps to understand the place, makes orientation easier, enlivens public 
space (...)” (Bernat 2012: 30). As a result, the sounds of the fauna and the flora rooted the 
tabor in the forest. Owing to to this sound, the close ties between the Romani and nature 
were an important element of their identity, especially in the context of their non-existing 
state. It also symbolizes a journey influenced by other cultures when nature provided an 
outlet to the sound, shutting off external stimuli. 

The tabor life indicated the key role of the soundscape. The Romani are an integral part 
of the landscape, its active audience. 

The sound “makes the space more dynamic; otherwise it seems dead” (Bernat 2013: 
241). What would a tabor life have been like without communing with plants and animals? 
Would there have been songs, Papusza’s poems without the sounds of nature ? 

Earth and forest of mine, 
I am your daughter. 
The forests are singing, 
the earth is singing. 
The river and I put this singing together 
into one gypsy song (Ficowski 1989: 115).

The forest, the river – father, mother. Nature and the tabor are two unified worlds from 
which a common song emerges. Sounds are the media of their emotions and experiences 
because they fully express what a picture cannot show. 

Longing for forest life, the sounds of nature is the driving force of Romani families 
forced to stop roaming. In the face of the changes to the tabor world, its sounds disappeared 
altogether.

I miss the forest so much 
that my youth becomes green 
my time is overgrown with moss 
and my life in brick houses becomes a fog 
lost the way 
I lose my way in the world (Bartosz 2004: 166).

Izolda Kwiek, who spent her childhood in a Kalderash tabor, wrote about her longing. 
Her emotions were shared by Edward Dębicki, who accompanied Papusza. 

Tell me, Dad, 
why can’t the wheels sing today?
Why did the golden bonfires 
set like the sun at night?
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Where did our old way go, 
tell me?
Why are our forests 
so far away today? (Bartosz 2004: 166)

Singing wheels. The sounds of rolling wooden wheels (Photo 4) are like a mantra return-
ing in the Romani memories, a symbol of a journey expressed not only in the emotionally 
charged sounds but also an international sign on the Romani flag.

Schafer’s research into the soundscape, which has been widely discussed, is character-
ized by different quality layers full of transience and high sensitivity to change (Bernat 
2012: 104). This is an extremely important aspect, especially in the context of preservation 
of intangible heritage, which in the case of the Romani tabors can only be reconstructed 
now. 

The memory of tabors

An attempt to reconstruct the soundscapes in the context of the Romani culture 
involves an extremely important dimension of protecting sound heritage. Since 1996, on the 
initiative of Adam Bartosz, Director of the Ethnographic Museum in Tarnów, the Interna-
tional Roma Memorial Tabor has been organized every year. A route of martyrdom, fol-
lowed by the wagons and their owners, is not only testimony to the Holocaust remembrance 
but also a living example of reconstruction of an obsolete lifestyle, promotion of the Romani 
culture and history (Bartosz 2008: 46). Sounds are an important aspect here: the clopping of 
hooves, the sounds of horses, singing, playing guitars, conversations in the Romani lan-
guage. These are elements recalled with nostalgia by many members of the community 
participating in the International Roma Memorial Tabor.

Another example reminiscent of the tabor times is the film “Papusza” directed 
by Joanna and Krzysztof Krauze. The Romani, including the population from Pod-
lasie, were involved in the filmmaking. The soundtrack, inspired by works of Bro-
nisława Wajs called “Papusza”, complements the story of her unusual life. Howev-
er, the pathetic nature of the soundtrack is far from the sounds of focal play. 
Simplicity, spontaneity and liveliness have been replaced by monumentality, pa-
thos and sublimity. Notably, the sounds of the tabor are the same as those filmed by 
Władysław Ślesicki (1964).

Photo 4 – A break in the journey, the 1950s (Ficowski 1989: 297)
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Conclusion

The sound legacy of the Romani from the tabor times provides remarkable infor-
mation on the sounds creating identity and evoking cultural memory of groups roaming 
from the 1940s to the 1960s in Poland. They consist of sounds of everyday camp life, music 
and nature “immersing in the world” (Tańczuk 2015: 19) the audience’s experience of the 
local landscape.

I would also like to point out some relations between urban space and nature. While 
urban landscapes in their essence seem more surprising and dynamic (Tańczuk 2015: 19), 
soundscapes have to some extent also followed this path because of the religious and cul-
tural mosaic of the Romani world and the spontaneous nature of their lives which have 
survived in the memory of the tabor defying the prohibitions and unification attempts. 

When creating the audiovisual litany, Stern noted that the subject would be absorbed by 
hearing, which in the context of the presented analyses seems to be a key issue. The Roma-
ni, who are at the heart of tabor life, are more sensitive to changes taking place and more 
susceptible to the experience of audiosphere. This is because they are directly affected by 
the transformation of the soundscape. They are slowly being excluded from contributing to 
the creation of its elements, thus losing the rhythm of life, a sense of belonging and a well-de-
veloped relation with the flora and the fauna (Tańczuk 2015: 18-19).

Of importance are also issues related to the interpenetration of that the factors affecting 
the Romani and their tabors, using sound as an example. Owing to them we can capture 
a specific dialogue with nature, objects and music. Communication which relies on sounds, 
shows how important it was to the Romani community. In the context of the above sound 
analyses it may all be considered a model of non-verbal communication where the message 
is influenced by the accent (articulation of certain sounds, modulation and marking their 
importance); content (built on elements of the cultural heritage of the Romani) and quantity 
(i.e. repetition of sounds, their intensity and duration). All these issues affect the unique-
ness of the world of sounds, and in the context of Romani tabors they prove its diversity 
and openness to dialogue with the world.
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